
 

 

3 Ways to Grow Yourself 

 

 

Hi! I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video. Today I want to talk 

about growing yourself because if you don’t grow yourself then your business 

can’t grow either. So you’ve got to make sure that you are continually evolving 

so you can evolve the business and this is really important. In my one-on-one 

coaching with people, even though I am situated as a “business coach” it’s not 

a lot of business coaching, it is about people coaching because once your 

mindset is set up right to go then you can easily be coached in business.  

 

So what I do is start off with “Where’s your mindset, where’s your headspace, 

what are those voices saying in your head?” because if can’t grow past those 

then your business won’t either. So it’s important to start with yourself.  

 

But firstly, what you have to do is be honest about where you are actually at. 

If those little voices in your head are saying, “You’ll never earn a million 

dollars”, then you’ll never earn a million dollars. So you’ve got to be really, 

really honest with yourself and say, “I’m in a bad headspace. I can chant all day 

and say positive affirmations but really those voices in my head are 

overpowering me or I have these beliefs that won’t allow me to move forward.  

 

Secondly, you have to actually get clear where you want to be. Is it a million 

dollars that you want to earn? Is it a million people you want to reach? Is it 

something that you want to do internationally or nationally rather than locally? 

You have to have absolute clarity on where you want to end up. Now that can 

change along the way but right now you need to go, “This is where I’m at right 

now and this is what I want to achieve”, because if that’s not clear to you then 

you will definitely not be able to grow yourself and move forward. 

 

And lastly, then once you’ve got that clear, even if you haven’t got it quite 

clear but you’re getting close you need help around this. If you go, “I’ve  
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thought about it, I don’t know where I want to be because my beliefs or values 

or voices in my head will not allow me to think that I could possibly earn a 

million dollars.” Then you need to get help. And we all need to get help to 

grow ourself. You can’t grow yourself without listening to someone, watching 

their videos like you’re doing now, getting coaching, getting their online 

programs, getting their products. You have to have help around you to grow 

yourself.  

 

And personal growth should be a never-ending journey. You can’t say, “I’ll read 

these books and I’m grown.” You have to keep growing. So you learn 

something new, you learn something newer and then you learn something 

newer and all the time you’re growing yourself. And I would say to you during 

this growth phase, if you are in a true growth phase is to write down, just a 

little journal in point forms. When I go through a huge growth phase I start 

jotting down things that are changing my life so I can monitor those because 

what happens is you get a few months down the track and go, “I still feel the 

same”, because I’m still the same Sharon that I was 20 years ago but I have 

different beliefs, values and mindset. But you don’t feel that you’re a different 

person. You just behave differently and have a different outlook on things. And 

so some of those changes even though they are major changes, you might not 

see them because you’re too busy in your everyday life so I would jot them 

down and it’s so exciting to look back on.  

 

When I wrote my book I started doing my little journal and I don’t journal 

heavy, mine are just notes, doesn’t have to be a big essay but I could look back 

and I could see all the achievements and all the changes and all the exciting 

things that happened to me during the course of me writing my book.  

 

The first time someone sent me some mail saying, “Sharon Jurd Author”, that 

was an exciting time for me. It was something so little but really it changed my 
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mindset going, “I am an author. Someone’s acknowledging me as an author.” 

So make sure you do that because it’s really, really rewarding.  

 

To recap, to make sure that you grow yourself before your business because 

you need to be in front of your business, you need to be growing faster than 

your business. Be honest with yourself, make sure you know exactly where 

you’re at, where’s your headspace at and then get clear on where you want to 

be. What was your goal when you first opened your business? What did you 

want to achieve and then get some help around you. Good coaches will always 

help you get even more clarity than you have now.  

 

So that’s my points for you today. Go out, never stop growing. Please, please 

educated yourself; learn from people, watch videos, listen to audios, go to 

seminars, do all of that so you can implement that into your life and into your 

business and you will change so dramatically, it will happen so fast you 

probably won’t even notice it yourself.  

 

I’m Sharon Jurd. I really do appreciate you joining me today. If you believe that 

this video would be of value to your family, your friends or your colleagues 

please share it with them. I want to share my message with as many people as 

I can and I’m hoping that you’ll be able to help me do that. Thank you again for 

spending some time with me. I’m Sharon Jurd and we’ll talk soon.  

 


